
HELPFUL RULES

One in One Out

 
Less is More

 
Quality Over Quantity

600SQFTANDABABY

SMALL LIVING
B I G  I D E A S  F O R  A L L  S P A C E S

HOW TO LIVE SMALL
 

Minimalist-ish
Consider the right number of things for you and your family. Try less, see what

happens. Less Things = More Time, Less cleaning, care, and maintenance.

 

Donations
Have a box or canvas bag in a closet - notice when clothes, toys, redundant

things haven't been used in a while. Put them away in the box. If they aren't

asked for in a month. Donate the contents.

 

Fewer Things
Do I really need this?

Could I wait to purchase it?

Is there something I currently own that could achieve the same purpose?

Can I find this second-hand or borrowed?

Following the "One In One Out Rule', if this is coming in the home, what is

leaving?

 

No Shame
If it works for you, it's no one else's concern. You know your family. 
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SMALL SPACE SOLUTIONS
 

Give Up Your Bedroom - Consider a wall bed or sofa bed in your living room or

spare room to get multi-use from space.

 

Kids Can Share 
Bunk Beds + Mini Cribs + Toddler Beds are all great space-saving solutions for

sharing a room.

Capsule Clothing Closets to reduce decisions and save space.

 

Reduce Visual Clutter - Invest in concealed storage solutions, A Place for

Everything. Use Bins, Baskets, Trays to organize and contain things.

 

Big Sofa in a Small Space  - Against conventional wisdom make room for a

larger sofa, sectional or modular sofa for lots of comfy seating even in a small

space

 

Lose the Coffee Table - have side tables instead that are easier to move

around and can double as extra seats.

 

Go Digital - with kids artwork, take photos and make an art photo book. Reduce

paper clutter by opting in for email bills and notices. Scan or take photos of

important documents as much as possible.

 

Get Outside - Get outside regardless of the weather. Use the city as the

backyard.

 

 

 

SMALL SPACE SURVIVAL

 
USEFUL + BEAUTIFUL

 
SAY WHAT YOU MEAN

 
HEADPHONES HELP

 
GET OUTSIDE
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